Variations in supportive care needs of patients after diagnosis of localised cutaneous melanoma: a 2-year follow-up study.
We aimed to describe variations in unmet supportive care needs of patients diagnosed with localised melanoma at high risk of recurrence and factors associated with initial and persisting moderate-to-high needs. We ascertained 386 patients diagnosed with clinical stage IB-II melanoma and administered surveys every 6 months for 2 years. The proportion experiencing at least one moderate-to-high need was assessed among salient subgroups: 306 patients with no previous melanoma and 80 with previous melanoma at enrolment, 30 who experienced disease recurrence during follow-up and 31 who developed another primary. Baseline factors associated with (a) needs at enrolment and (b) persistent needs over 2 years (or as long as disease-free) were identified by logistic regression analyses. The proportion of patients with needs substantially declined over the first 6 months (if no previous melanoma, from 48 to 22 %, p < 0.001; previous melanoma, 35 to 17 %, p = 0.007), and in those remaining disease-free, needs declined further by 24 months (to 14 and 6 % respectively). By contrast, 50 % of those experiencing recurrence, and 39 % of those who developed another primary, reported needs. Stressful life events and anxiety were associated with needs at enrolment. At least one need, mainly fear of recurrence, persisted in 22 % of disease-free participants. Persistent needs were predicted by age, depression, anxiety and other stressful life events. Melanoma patients' needs peak when first diagnosed and if disease recurs. Younger people or those experiencing additional stressful events, anxiety or depression are more likely to experience persistent needs and may benefit from tailored support.